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Contemporary literature in hydrology usual ly contai ns the concepts of maximum probable precipitation and 
maximum probable flood along with methods used to arrive at these limits . These limits signify some physical 
upper limits for precipitation and flood, however it is diffi cul t to find physical justification for existence 
of these limits and more so the methods used to compute them. Also, the use of the word ' probable' is in-
correct because these 'probable l imits' are not assigned any probabilities. 
In view of the misconceptions t hat pr evail in such exis ti ng concepts, this study attempts to develop a 
practical methodology with a theoretical framework for estimating the probability of occurrence of floods in a 
unit time interval, based on the random characteristics of storms. In general, many random characteristics can 
be defined for a storm , but as a fir s t step only a three- dimensional random vector has been defined for t he 
random characteristics of storms . The random vector is comprised of the coordinates of storm center location 
and storm orientation. The developed estimation methodology uses all information on historic storms observed 
in a region that contains the river basin. 
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PREFACE 
Frequency distributions of various flood descrip-
tors have been st udied for decades as random vari-
ab les. Such variab les ar e the f l ood volume , peak 
level or discharge, duration, number of occurrences 
i n a given period, and similar flood characteristics. 
This long experience shows that t here is always a risk 
invol ved in flood decisions, which is the probability 
of exceedance of any value(s) of a random variable(s) 
describing the flood properties. In classifying all 
the present or past treatments of flood problems two 
basic groups of approaches can be distinguished: (I) 
Each flood characteristic is studied as a random vari-
able, or a set of flood descriptors is studied as a 
multivariate distribution of these random variables, 
which represent the probabilistic approach to treat-
ment of flood problems; and (2) Particular flood cha-
racteristics are singled out such as t he design flood, 
standard project flood, maximum flood of a transposed 
storm , probable maximum flood, maximum flood and other 
characteristics, which represent the deterministic ap-
proach to t reatment of f l ood prob l ems. 
In the deterministic treatment of floods, one of 
the particular flood events is the extreme value of 
any flood descriptor. This value would occur if the 
most severe storm ever observed in a region were 
transposed to that river basin position which repre-
sents the highest flood producing conditions. This 
par ticular flood gives an estimate and/or an outlook 
of what coul d have happened in the historic t ime of 
storm observations if the largest storm had hit the 
river basin and i n that particular position. Two as-
pects are of interest in this concept of transposition 
of a specific storm: (a) The historic largest storm 
in a region has a very large sampli ng variat ion, may 
be far from the representative l argest storm for the 
size of the historic sample , and much larger storms 
are expected to occur in the future; and (b) The pro-
bability that a storm will be exact ly in the position 
over a river basin , which position produces the maxi-
mum flood for that storm location, is a possible event 
but with the probability of zero, at least when the 
axioms of probability theory are rigorously applied . 
In other 1~ords, the probability density of a storm 
being in such a position is finite, but the probabi-
lity of that exact storm position occurring is zero . 
Another concept in obtaining a particular extreme 
flood event for a river basin , 1•hich is a further ex-
tension of the deterministic approach to floods, is to 
maximize the meteorological parameters of the l argest 
historic storm by constructing a stil l l arger st orm. 
The extreme flood produced by this maximi zed storm for 
the position with the highest flood producing condi-
tions in a river basi n . is currently called the prob-
able maximum flood, while the storm precipitation is 
called the probable maximum precipitation. An earl ier 
concept of l ocating that maximum storm over a river 
basin, but with all other river basin factors which 
influence f l oods being of the highest flood producing 
conditions, gives another extreme f lood value, namely 
the maximum flood . This extreme event, as a particu-
lar flood characteristic, has been abandoned due to 
lack of physical evidence f or t he existance of a de. 
finite upper bound for any random variable. 
Storms in a region and over a historical sample 
occur randomly, with the storms described by several 
characteristics. The probability densities that the 
center of a storm (the center of the mass of fallen 
precipitation) is located at any point i n the region 
are finite values . These probability densities can 
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then be expressed as a function of the point coordin-
ates . Similarly, the storm direction (defined as the 
axis of the storm isohyetal l ines , for which the storm 
depths have the minimum second mass moment) may have 
different probability densities for various aximuth 
angles at any point in the region. Ot her storm chara-
cteristics may be al so conceived, when justified by 
storm propert ies , as having the probabi lity densities 
of occurring at a point and/or in a direction over the 
study area. 
Instead of producing only t he extreme flood by 
using the largest s torm of t he historical sample of 
storms (with or without a maximization approach for 
the storm) for onl y the position in the watershed of 
highest flood producing conditions, it is feasible to 
transpose all observed historical storms of a region 
for various positions and storm directions to t hat 
watershed . Instead of determining only a particular, 
characteristic flood event, it i s then possible to de-
termine the entire frequency distribution of each 
flood descriptor , or t he j oint frequency distribution 
of several descriptors using the historical storm 
data, as estimates of the univariate or joint prob-
ability distribution of flood descriptors, as random 
variab l es . 
The thesis research for the Master of Science de-
gree by Vijay Kumar Gupta, with the original title 
''Transposition of Storms", is presented as this hydro-
logy paper under the title "Transposition of Storms 
for Estimating Flood Probability Distributions." The 
investigations and their results are an attempt to de-
velop a mathematical framework f or transposing all ob-
served historical storms i n a region to a river basin 
inside it , and for estimating probabi l ity distribution 
of any flood descriptor as a r andom variable or esti-
mating the joint distribution of several descriptors. 
At the same time, an attempt is made to develop a pra-
ctical, computer-oriented methodology of transposing 
storms of a region and a historical sample to any 
river basin inside that region. ln other words, a 
historical sample i s used to compute the frequency 
distribution o:f any flood descriptor. This, then, re-
presents an extraction of information on a particul ar 
flood random variab le by using the historical i nforma-
tion on storm precipitation. However, a constraint is 
i mposed on the accuracy of the developed results by 
any existing and appr oximate method which must be ap-
plied to transfer the rainfall data to flood hydro-
graphs. 
Instead of using the historical sample of storms 
and transposing each of these storms to different po-
sit ions and directions over a river basin, another ap-
proach may become feasible in the future . The prob-
abilist ic characteristics of occurrence of storms of 
various properties, both in time and over a region, 
may be deve l oped in the form of mathematical models, 
with their parameters est imat ed fr om data . When these 
mode ls are inferred, two approaches may be feasible 
for deriving the probability distributions of flood 
descriptors . First, the rainfal l-runoff models may be 
directly appli~d to the time-area probabilistic model 
of storms, and second , the ~fonte Carlo method may be 
used in generating a lar ge number of storms over a re-
gion. Those generated storms which hit a given river 
basin i n various flood producing positions and direc-
tions are used to estimate the probability distribu-
tions of flood descriptors by applying a rainfall-
runoff transfer model. 
It becomes easily evident that the storm trans-
position method, as outlined in this paper, can be 
only applied if a sufficient number of storms has al-
ready been observed in the study region . However, 
there are few areas with a dense network of precipita-
tion stations and sufficiently long samples of storms. 
This requirement of a large number of well observed 
storms, which puts a limitation to extensive applica-
tion of the method developed, may be ci rcumvented if a 
condensat ion of information in the form of time-area 
stochastic models of storms can be made and the Monte 
Carlo method in generating new storm samples is ap-
plied. 
The research on this thesis has been supported by 
the U.S. National Science Foundation under the Grant 
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Contemporary approaches for estimating the "most 
critical" flood descriptor of a river basin involve 
the study of the most severe historic storm occurring 
in a region that contains the basin. The region is 
selected on the basis of meteorological homogeneity. 
Therefore, any storm that occurs somewhere in the 
region could also occur anywhere else in the region, 
including the river basin. In order to estimate the 
most critical flood descriptor, the most severe 
historic storm is transposed to the river basin. This 
storm is placed in the most critical position in the 
basin, after max1m1Z1ng the precipitation yield in 
some predeter mined manner. "The most critical" posi-
tion. out of all other positions in the basin, is the 
one that gives the maximum value of the preselected 
flood descriptor. The precipitation yield is "max-
imized" by maximizing the meteorological variables. 
The maximum precipitation and f lood descriptors com-
puted in such a way are called the "most probable 
precipitation and flood." 
Misconce tions in Ap roach. 
According to Yevjevic 18 "', "the general p ilosophy 
behind these concepts is that there must be an upper 
limit in the storm intensity or in the total amount 
of precipitation, that atmospheric cir culation could 
produce at a given place in a given time interval". 
He (18 ) also emphasizes that there is no physical 
justification for upper boundaries in any meteorologi-
cal factor used in the method of storm maximization. 
If there is no physical justification for the exis-
tence of an upper boundary in precipitation yield from 
storms, then there is no justification for the result-
ing floods . Yevjevich further states, "however, if 
there is a physical boundary to the amount of precipi-
tation, this boundary quite likely is much greater 
than any maximum prec1p1tation computed by any proce-
dure of maximization used at present". In any event, 
it is reasonable to assume that at least theoretically 
the flood phenomenon is an unbounded stochastic pro-
cess at the upper tail. Also flood descriptors, i .e., 
flood peak, flood volume, time of occurrence of a 
flood peak with respect to some origin, etc., assoc-
iated with the flood phenomenon are continuous or dis-
crete (as the case may be) positive random variables . 
1. 2 General Description of the Theoretical Base of 
the Present Study 
This study is an attempt to develop a prac~1cal 
methodology, with a theoretical framework, for esti-
mating the probability of occurrence of floods in some 
unit time interval, say one year. The developed 
approach uses all information on historic storms 
observed in a region that contains the selected river 
basin. The selected storms are based on a predefined 
criterion, i .e., all storms whose total rainfall at 
one or more points 
The information is 
work to estimate 
floods in the 
selected. 
over an area exceed some constant. 
then used in a theoretical frame-
the probability of occurrence of 
unit time interval that has been 
The theoretical formulation defines the sample 
space to be the collection of all conceivable storms . 
Each element ary event in the sample space is con-
sidered a generic or abstract representation of a 
storm. An arbitrary subset of the sample space is de-
fined as being comprised of certain types of storms, 
e.g., all conceivable storms whose total rainfall 
yield at one or more points over an area that exceeds 
some constant can form a subset . Associated with a 
storm are, for instance, k random characteristics, 
for which a k dimensional random vector can be de-
fined. Each component of the random vector is a random 
variable , defined as a positive valued function of the 
storm (the elementary event) . The probability distri-
bution of the flood descriptor V , with V also a 
random variable defined as a function of the storm, 
can then be theoretically computed from the random 
variable defined for a storm on the arbitrary subset. 
The probability of occurrence of floods is computed 
by using the pr obability distribution of V , and the 
probabilit y distribution of the occurrence of storms 
in the subset, as a function of time. The occurrence 
of floods is defined as: exceeding V above a cer-
tain preselected constant, in some unit time (O,t) , 
from the occurrence of any storm in the arbitrary sub-
set in unit time (O,t). 
The computation of the probability distribution 
function of the flood descriptor, V , requires the 
identification of the k random variables and the 
associated joint probability distribution function,de-
fined for storms in the subset. In order to simplify 
the problem and to demonstrate the concepts underlying 
the approach, a three dimensional random vector is 
selected . The random variables as elements of the 
subset random vector are storm orientation e , and 
the two coordinates (X,Y) of the storm center 
location. The probability distribution of these ran-
dom variables are studied from observed regional 
storms . The probability distribution of V is esti-
mated by the inferred variation of the storm center 
location and t he storm orientat ion of historic storms . 
The storms are selected on the basis that rainfal l 
yield from each storm at one or more points over an 
area exceeds a constant. Such a selection is assumed 
to be a sample of the arbitrary subset . Once criterion 
for selecting storms is formulated , the subset is 
automatically defined, and no longer remains an arbi-. 
trary subset . Therefore, the selection of an arbi-
trary subset gives wide flexibility in formulating a 
criterion for selecting storms. The probability dis-
tribution of occurrence of a number of storms in time 
is not studied here , but is hypothesized based on cer-
tain assumptions . Using this hypothesized distribu-
tion and the estimated probability distribution of 
*[ ] Designates the reference found in the list of references. 
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V the probability of the occurrence of floods in 
a unit time (one year in this study) is computed. 
1. 3 Storm Transposi ~ion (Estimation 1-!et hodology) 
The methodology used to estimate the probability 
distribution of the flood descriptor V , developed 
here, considers only rain storms; snowmelt floods are 
not taken into account. For snow storms additional 
stochastic properties and the corresponding random 
variables associated with snow accumulation and melt 
must be included, which is beyond the scope of this 
study . However , concepts underlying t he estimation 
methodology given here are general, so estimation con-
cepts can be extended by incorporating more random 
variables associated with a storm and by studying 
their dependence functions (if applicable) and the 
corresponding probability distributions. The presented 
methodology can be applied to any small river basin, 
say up to a thousand square miles or so. For very 
large basins, the technique may not be useful because 
the random vector comprised of storm center location 
and storm orientation may not adequately represent the 
influence of the random characteristics of storms on 
the resulting flood. It seems that additional random 
variables would need to be defined for large basins. 
Al so, the storm characteristi cs may have large varia-
t ion, so that the assumptions regarding the probabil-
ity distribution of random variables associated with a 
storm may not hold over the entire basin. 
Application of the methodology deve loped in this 
study is demonstrated by using a simple rainfall to 
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runoff model. No attempt is made here to study or im-
prove the modeling of rainfall to runoff relation-
ships . The development of t he estimation methodology 
is based on the assumption that a flood descriptor is 
a function of only selected random variables. There-
fore, the randomness in the computed values of the 
flood descriptor is due to the variation in the values 
assumed by t he sel ected random variables; the in-
fluences of the remaining stochastic characteristics 
of storms are taken i nto account in a "lumped" form. 
The flood descriptor used is the total f l ood volume 
V ; the technique is general , however, and any f l ood 
descriptor can be sel ect ed . 
Application of the methodol ogy is demonstrated on 
the Goose Creek basin in East Central Illinois . The 
basin is about 50 square miles in size and the 
Illinois raingage network surrounding the basin is 
fairly dense. 
Summary. The concepts involved in the developed 
methodology are only first approximations toward esti-
mating the probabi lity of exceeding a flood descriptor 
magnitude in a uni t time interval , by using random 
characteristics of storms. The estimated probability 
value is limited by the sampling variations in the 
data . Predictions of flood frequencies is less relia-
bl e for a return period l onger than t he period .of data 
on historic storms. The r eliability of the estimates 
of probability of "occurrence of floods" would depend 
on the length of the historic storm records , relia-
bility of the data, and the validity of the assump-
t ions made regarding the probability distributions of 
random variabl es defined for a storm. 
Chapter II 
REVIEW OF PRESENT METHODS OF STORM 
TRANSPOSITION AND RELATED SUBJECTS 
2.1 Introduction 
The need for a reliable estimation of f loods 
plays an important role in planning and designing 
hydraulic structures and water resources systems. 
Over the past few decades there has been substantial 
development of methods that can be used to predict 
future flows (prediction is generally understood as 
the use of deterministic methods for flood estimates 
from storm data) and forecasts of future flows by 
using stochastic analysis of time series. Much effort 
also has been made in the area of improving rainfall 
to runoff models. 
Basically two approaches exist in literature that 
are used to estimate critical flood descriptors. The 
first is comprised of statistical flood frequency 
analysis , carried out on the historic f l ood records. 
For ungaged sites, the regional flood frequency anal-
ysis is in use [1). The regional analysis consists of 
evaluating certain regional parameters from past 
records, which are then used for forecasting future 
floods. Such an approach is not based on any theory 
of stochastic process; therefore, the paucity of long 
records can result in unreliable forecasts or in high 
uncertainties . The regional flood frequency analysis 
is not discussed at length, since it is outside the 
domain of the present investigation. 
The second approach is the physical approach to 
the estimation of f uture floods. This approach is 
based on evaluating what is called "the design storm", 
which is then applied to a river basin, along with the 
infiltration and unit hydrograph theory, to obtain a 
design flood [4] . The unit hydrograph theory and 
other rainfall to runoff models are not reviewed here 
since they are neither critical nor relevant to the 
present investigation . On the other hand, the ~ethods 
i n use for computing the design flood producing storms 
are discussed, since the misconceptions that prevail 
in such methods show the need for a study such as this. 
2. 2 Physical Approach to Estimation of Design Flood 
The methods of deriving storm rainfall estimates 
for computing hypothetical flood hydrographs repre-
senting major or design flood runoff essentially con-
sider the size, configuration, and runoff character-
istics of the basin, as well as the meteorological 
characteristics of the major storms in the region. 
Such estimates , when used to compute a flood hydro-
graph for fixing the design capacity of specific pro-
jects , are referred to as "rainfall criteria" or as 
"design storm rainfall" by the U.S. Corps of Engineers 
[14] . The steps used to carry out comprehensive design 
storm investigations are outlined in the U.S . Corps of 
Engineers manual [14], and summarized as follows: 
(1) Analyze the precipitation data and the 
synoptic situations of major recorded storms in a 
region surrounding the river basin to determine the 
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characteristic combinations of meteorological condi-
tions that result in various rainfall patterns and 
duration-depth-area relations . The duration-depth-area 
rel ation gives the maximum average depths of rainfall 
for given areas and given durations of the storm. 
(2) On t he basis of an analysis of air-mass pro-
perties and the synoptic situations prevai ling during 
the recorded storms, estimate the amount of increase 
in rainfall quantities that would have resulted if 
conditions during the actual storm had been as criti-
cal as those considered probable to occur in the 
region. 
(3) Estimate the modifications in the meteoro-
logical conditions that ~o.•ould have been required for 
each of the recorded storms to have occurred over the 
drainage basin under study, considering the topo-
graphic features and locations of the respective areas 
involved. 
(4) Take into account the increase in rainfall 
quantities that might have resulted from more severe 
meteorol ogical conditions during the recorded storms, 
with the adjustments necessary to transpose the re-
spective storms to the r iver basins . Then select the 
estimates that would represent the design rainfall 
duration-depth-area relations for the particular 
drainage area during the various flood seasons of the 
year. Taking into account an estimate of the maximum 
quantity and the rate of contribution to flood runoff 
that might result from snow melt in conjunction with 
the design storm rainfall, and the minimum infiltra-
tion capacities that are likely to prevail during var-
ious seasons , the design runoff hydrograph is computed . 
The "design rainfall storms" so computed have 
been called "probable maximum storms" by both hydrol-
ogists and meteorologists. The essence of such an 
approach is to find a physical upper limit of storm 
rainfall over the basin [4} ~hich perhaps is why the 
term "most probable" is used; indeed the term "pro-
bable" signifies some probability of occurrence of "de-
sign storms," which has bypassed the attention of 
hydrologists. Therefore, i n the first case the use of 
most probable is incorrect, and secondly, as Yevjevich 
states [18], there is no known physical evidence of 
existence of an upper limit of rainfal l over a basin. 
Such prevailing misconceptions in existing techniques 
are briefly discussed subsequently. 
2.3 Design Storm and Storm Transposition 
The practices of the U.S. Corps of Engineers 
(14} are most prevailing in developing quanti t ative 
estimates of design storms (critical storm adopted for 
purposes of design). There are three general methods 
i n common use: (I) maximum rainfall depth-duration 
data and rainfa l l -excess estimates;(!!) transposition 
of recorded storms and t he rainfall-excess estimates, 
and (III) the modified storm transpositions and the 
rainfall-excess estimates. 
Briefl y, the first method involves the computa-
tion of maximum rai nfall depth-duration relations for 
the size of area involved, based on rainfall data of 
storms that are considered possible to occur in a 
region. A hyetograph is then computed to represent 
the critical or design sequence of rainfall quantities 
corresponding to the adopted depth-duration curve . 
This method is directly applicable to small basins of 
less than a few thousand square miles. The other two 
methods that involve the t ranspos1t1on of storms are 
discussed in the ensuing t ext. 
Transposition of Record Storm and Rainfall-Excess 
Estimate. The second method is particularly useful in 
studies of river basins having areas greater than a 
few thousand square miles , in which the variations in 
rainfall intensity and areal distribution during suc-
cessive time intervals of a storm have a major effect 
on t he infiltration losses and the runoff concentra-
tion. A brief review of this method is as follows. 
(l) Superimpose an ou~line of the given drain-
age basin onto an isohyetal map of the recorded and 
selected storm in such a way as to place the highest 
rainfall quantities in a position that would result in 
maximum runoff. This is shown schematically in Fig. 
2. 1 . 
(2) Construct a Theissen polygon network for 
raingage stations in and near the basin, also shown in 
Fig. 2 .1. 
(3) Prepare the mass rainfall curves for the 
respective gaging stations; one such curve is shown 
schematically in Fig. 2.2 for a gage. 
The rainfal l analysis is carried out by comput-
ing areas Ai, enclosed by the basin for the Theissen 
polygon of raingage Gi , with i = 1,2, • ... One such 
area A3 is indi cated in Fig . 2.1 for the raingage 
G3. The total rainfall observed at the i-th raingage 
is qi, with qi the average rainfall depth within 
the area Ai· The adjustment factor Fi is given by 
F. = A. 
1 l 
i = 1' 2' .. . (2. 1) 
The adjustment factor is computed for all i stations 
in and near the river basin. The volumes of rainfall 
within area Ai in three hour intervals are computed 
by multiplying Fi by the total three hour rainfall, 
obtained from the mass rainfall curve for that inter-
val . This procedure is carried out for all i-stations 
and all three hour intervals for each station. The 
observed rainfall values are increased or decreased as 
considered necessary to assume an esti mate of the ade-
quate design storm rainfall for the purposes involved. 
The infiltration indices are comput ed for areas 
of each polygon by assumi ng an infil tration rate in 
inches per three hours for each polygon . These 
assumed values for polygons are multiplied by the cor-
responding areas. The values so obtained are then 
cons idered as infiltration indices in inches per 
square mile per three hour interval . 
Excess rainfall for any raingage station for 
each three hour i nterval is computed by subtracting 
the infiltration index from the total rainfall volume 
for that interval. If the infiltration index is great-
er than t he total rainfal l volume in an interval, ex-
cess rainfall is zero . 
The total rainfall and the excess rainfall for 
each station are then plotted as shown in Fig. 2.3. 
If tributary f l ows are to he combined by flood routing 
methods, the areas selected for each tributary should 
correspond to- the respective tributary basin . 
Fig. 2.1 A recorded storm transposed to the "most 
critical position" on the river basin. (1) Area A3 
(2) River basin; (3) Rainfall isohyets in inches ; 
(4) Raingage station; (S) Theissen polygon. 
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Fig. 2.3 Rainfall excess and rainfall loss per three 
hour intervals. (1) Rainfall Excess (2) Infiltration. 
Modified Storm Transposition and Rainfal l Excess 
Estimates. In the third method, problems involved in 
determining the critical design storms for a l ar ge 
basin are somewhat different than for smal l basins. 
As a r ule , the critical design floods in small basins 
result from extremely int ense small-area storms of 
relatively short duration, whereas the floods of large 
basins result from a ser ies of less intense large-area 
storms . Therefore, for large basins , besides comput-
ing the critical rainfall volumes in various periods 
of time, it is a lso necessary to compute the most cri-
tical distribution and location of rainfall that are 
considered ·~easonably probable'' during the successive 
storm periods. The method of modifying transposed 
storms in light of additional problems encountered for 
large basins is as follows. 
(1) Assemble al l precipitation records, isohye-
tal maps, mass rainfall curves, and duration-depth-
area information available for selected storms . 
(2) Review the available information regarding 
the meteorological condit ions during the res~ective 
storms to determine whether it can be assumed that the 
movemC'nt of the zones of heaviest precipitation during 
the successive distinct periods of a storm series 
might have been enough to cause a greater accumulation 
and a more critical concentration of rainfall over an 
area comparable to the river basin under study than 
actually occurred during the recorded storm. 
(3) Superimpose the outline of a given drainage 
basin to the isohyetal patterns that r epresent the 
succ~ssive rainfall periods of a particular storm, 
corresponding to the movement of rainfall centers 
assumed in the above step . The orientations of the 
basins should be reasonably consistent with the 
assumptions regarding the meteorological causes of the 
storm (an arbitrary criterion regarding the assumption 
is discussed i n the next subsection). 
(4) Compute the rainfall volumes and t he rain-
fall excess estimates as descr i bed in the last section 
for each transposed storm. 
(5) Compare the quantities of rainfall excess 
for various major storms considered to determine the 
"critical rainfall series" to be adopted finally for 
purposes of design. 
Although the three methods described above have 
been widely used , they do have si~nificant limitations. 
Limitations of Storm Transpos itions. The above 
descri ptions show that the sole purpose of storm 
transposition techniques presently in use is to in-
crease reliability in computing "the design flood" for 
a river basin. The word "critical flood" supposedly 
indicates the estimated upper physical l i mit of the 
selected flood descriptor . Bruce [4] mentions two 
limitations that can be naturally encountered in storm 
transposition . These limitations are: 
(a) proper definition of the region of "hydro-
meteorological homogeneity" from which storms can be 
transposed over the basin, and 
(b) the permissible change in the orientation 
of storm rainfall patterns t o obtain the maximum run-
off. 
Besides these two limitations, 
barriers in the region, when present, 
storm transposition. 
the orographic 
may also limit 
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In reference to the "hydrometeorological homog-
eneous" region, Bruce [4] states that generally the 
di stance limits for a storm transposition are based 
on atmospheric processes, or synoptic weather patterns 
and climatological experience within the region. This 
selection of distances is a subjective decision to 
some extent. Also, the transposition l i mits of 
storms must be based on the hydrometeorological fact-
ors for that particular storm, such as whether the 
same situation could have occurred anywhere else or 
not. 
In regard to storm orientation, Bruce (4] men-
tions that from studying meteorological factors in a 
storm, it is somet i mes c l ear that a "slight" change in 
the orientation of the storm is permissible, without 
changing the atmospheric conditions that produced the 
storm. As a rough guide, Paulhaus and Gilman [13] 
suggest that i n attempting to get the maximum runoff 
effects, the storm orientat ion shoul d not be adjusted 
by more than 20°; their criterion seems arbitrary with 
no physical justification given . The U.S . Corps of 
Engineers manual (14] states that major changes in the 
orientation of a storm for some r egions can be made 
without changing the meteorological factors; such 
cases have been reported for the central United States. 
2 .4 Misconceptions in Storm Transposition and "Criti-
cal Storm" Estimation 
The general philosophy behind estimating the 
"probable maximum precipi tation" and in the t r ansposi-
tion of these storms is that there must be an upper 
limit in the precipitation intensity or in the total 
precipitation amount and in the flood descriptor. The 
prec1p1tat1on phenomenon is a stochastic process and 
so is the flood phenomenon . Probabilistically speak-
ing, any variable defined for these phenomena can be 
visualized as a random variable, which theoretical ly 
has a range from zero to infinity. Even if it is 
difficult to comprehend an infinite rainfall intensity 
or infinite flood peak at a point, at least the pro-
babil ity of exceedence of any computed value by 
methods used at present should be positive, and 
smaller than 1.00 (a sure event). If there is a 
physical boundary to the amount of maximum precipita-
tion possibl e, this boundary quite likely is much 
greater than any maximum precipitation computed by any 
procedure of maximization. 
The procedure used in storm transposition of 
placing the storm in the most critical position is 
also scientifically incorrect . If the location of a 
storm is defined by some continuous random vector, the 
probabi lity that this vector woul d assume any one 
given position is zero. Similarly, the same can be 
said for the orientation of storms . 
In view of the above misconceptions , it is 
reasonable· to reformulate the problems of computing 
flood descriptors f r om precipitation inputs by con-
sidering the stochastic nature of the precipitation 
phenomenon and the entire frequency (probabil ity) dis-
tribution curve of the flood descriptor, instcao of a 
value at the distribution tail , with no clear cri-
terion as to how it is sel ected on this tail. The 
study presented in the following text is an attempt 
along these lines . 
Chapter III 
FOR~lliLATION OF THE PROBLEM 
3.1 Theoretical Considerations 
Let n be the col lection of all conceivabl e 
storms, such that each element in n, denoted by w, 
is a generic representation of a storm. A s torm can be 
visualized in general terms as spells of intermittent 
precipitation. Any uninterrupted intensity in time 
and over an area of spells may be concei ved as a 
storm. Wi thout explicitly defining a storm, we can 
envision k random characteristics for each s t orm, 
so that a corresponding k-dimensional random vector 
can be defined. Each el ement of the random vector is 
a function of w and is assumed to be a random 
var iable . 
Suppose that a probability space, say (n, 8, P), 
exist s in which n is the sample space as defined 
above, 8 is a o-al gebra C *) of subsets of n, and 
P is a probability measure defined on B. For any 
arbitrary event B e 8, 0 ~ P(B] ~ 1. 
Let n0 be some arbitrary subset of n, and n 
e • B. For instance, n0 might represent t he collec-
tion of all conceivable storms , whose total rainfall 
exceeds a certain amount at one or more points over an 
area. For now n0 is considered arbi trary; it (n0 ) 
can also be t he space n itself. 
Let (n0 , 80 , P0 ) denote a pr obability space, 
where 80 is a a-algebra of subset of flo and P0 
is the probability measure defined on B0 induced by 
P. 
The k-dimensional random vector is denoted by 
X = (XI , ... ,Xk) , wi th each Xi =Xi (w) a r andom 
'tariabl e , · i = 1,2, ... ,k. Let Y1, ... ,Yd be any 
subset of X1 , .. . ,Xk , such that every Yi, i=l, . .. , d 
has as i ts domain n0 and a real l ine as its counter-
domain . Let FY Y (y
1
, .. . ,yd) be a joint proba-
l• .... d 
bility distribution function of Yl•· .. ,Yd. If B is 
an event and B e Bo , then the probability of the· 
event B , with respect to fl0 , is given by (**) 
in which Rct is a d-dimensional Euclidean space. 
For this study, P.0 is consider ed to be the 
col lection of al l conceivable storms whose total 
rainfall at one or more points over an area exceeds a 
constant. Consider a three dimensional subset of the 
random vector X , defined as t he t~<.•o dimensional 
vector (X,Y) w~ich denotes location of a storm 
center over a geographic region R , containing the 
river basin under study, and the random var i able ~ 
which denotes storm orientation. Let V be a random 
variable defined on n0 , which denotes a flood de-
scriptor, and let an event B be defined as 
(V ~ v0 ], in which v0 is a non-negative constant. 
Using Eq . 3. 1 t he probabi l ity of the event B is 
given by 
P (V > v ) 
0 - 0 
Assuming (X,Y) to be independent of ~ , and 
introducing the range of the random vector (X,Y) and 
t he random variable ~ , Eq. 3.2 can be expressed as 
IT 
f tff P0 (V ~ v 0 IX=x, Y=y, $=¢]dFX y Cx ,y) }dF$(¢) .(3.3) o R , 
Equat ion 3.3 provides a theoreti cal framework for 
computing the probability dis tribution function of the 
flood descriptor V , which is defined for s tor ms in 
n0 . The occurrence of storms that constitut e the 
sample space n is a function of time, therefore this 
is a lso true f or the storms in n0 . The time variable 
is introduced at this stage so that t he probability of 
floods occurring in a time interval (O,t) can be 
computed. 
her e 
The occurrence of at 
as the exceedence 
least one flood is defined 
of V above v0 , i . e., 




Q e: 8, and the null set, ¢> ' e: B. 
If evO:<nt B E 8, then also B <: B. 
If a sequence {Bi} e: B, then a l so U B. t: 8. 
i=l l 
(**) Refers to Parzen, "Modern Probabi lit y Theory and I ts Applications". 
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V ~ v0 , in the time interval (O,t) , for some storms 
occurring in (O,t) . Denote this event by F0 , and 
denot e the complement of this event by F0 . 
Let Z(t) be the random variable denoting the 
number of storms occurring in the time interval (O,t) 
~~hose total rainfall at one or more points over an 
area exceeds a fixed value . Then the probability of 
the event F0 can be expressed as 
1-P (F ] 
0 0 




I Z(t) = v] P 
0
[Z(t) = v] . 
v=O 
(3.4) 
Assuming t he number of storms in the time inter-
val (O,t) to be independent of the random variable 
V denoting a flood descriptor, and the random vari-
ables vl'". 'v)*) ' \1 = 1' 2'". ' being mutually 
independent and identical ly distributed, the following 
identity holds, 
(3.5) 
Substituting Eq . 3 .5 into Eq. 3.4 then 
{P (V < v ]}" P (Z(t) • v] 
0 0 0 
Substituting Eq . 3. 3 into Eq. 3.6, 
ity of floods occurring in an interval 
computed . 
3.2 Treatment of Regional Storms 
(3 . 6) 
the probabil -
(O,t) can be 
Regional storms can be treated by h)~othesizing 
the joint probability distributions of all random 
variables associated with a storm. "Regional" is used 
here to imply the study of such storms, not only for a 
given river basin but also over a large region sur-
rounding it. Such a region may be selected after con-
sidering statistical homogeneity of different random 
variables associated with a st orm. The main advantage 
of selecting a region containing a given river basin 
is that more information is available about historic 
storms i n the region . This information can be usee 
statistically to infer t he marginal or joint probabil-
ity distributions of various random variables asso· 
ciated with each storm. 
The inferred joint probability distribution of 
these random variables can then be used in Eq . 3.1. 
As outlined in Section 3.1, for the present study, 
onl y three random variables· are selected: the coordi-
nates of the storm center location, (X,Y) , and the 
storm orientation ~ . The ensuing text refers to the 
study of properties of these random variables and the 
appropriate statistical tests that can be used in 
making inferences about their probability distribution 
functions. 
Regional Distribution of Storm Genters . A storm 
center has been denoted by a two-dimensional random 
vector (X,Y) . The storm center is a hypothetical 
point with various possible definitions. In this 
study, a storm center is defined as fol l ows. 
Consider a system of m masses distributed over 
an area, as shown in Fig. 3. 1. In this case the total 
rainfall at each point (raingage) denoted by 
qi, i"' 1,2, ... ,m, would constitute the system of m 
masses. Let the location of each point with respect t o 
some origin be denoted by (xi,Yi) for i=l,2, . .. ,m. 
Then the location of the storm center is defined as 
the center of gravity for this system, denoted by 








m (3 . 7) 
l: yiqi 
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~----------~---------L----~-------- ~ X 
Fig. 3 .1 m rainfall measurements over an area: 
(1) Gi raingage, i=l, ... ,m; X Storm center 
location; qi Total rainfall at raingage Gi . 
(*) The sequence of random variables Vl • · ·· •Vv, is formed by defining one variable for each storm, but a l l 
denote the same flood descriptor . 
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Because the location of a storm over a river 
basin greatly i nfluences the resul·ting runoff , one 
component of the subset random vector, as outlined in 
Section 3.1, is considered to be the random vector 
(X,Y) denoting the st~rm center's location. 
In general, if major orographic barriers, climato-
logical variations, etc . , are absent from the selected 
region it is quite likely that storms occur over the 
region at random. Such a region is cal led homogeneous 
with respect to the occurrence of storms. However a 
selected region may not always be homogeneous. There-
fore, the study of the probability dis~ribution of the 
random vector (X,Y) can be based either on phenome-
nological considerations, which is not attempted here, 
or fitted empirically to the historic data . In either 
case , a probability distribution function must be 
hypothesized. The hypothesized distribution should be 
tested by appropriate statistical tests. One such 
statist ical test that can be used to test the hypothe-
sized probability distribution of the random vector 
(X, Y) is presented . 
Consider a region shown in Fig. 3. 2, that is 
divided into "a" segments along the x-axis and "b" 
segments along the y-axis. Let nij• i•l, . .. ,b, 
j=l, ... ,a be the number of storm centers observed 




(3.8) n .. lJ 
Let Pij be the probability of occurrence of a 
storm center in the ij - th segment, such that 
(3.9) 
The random quantity Q given by 
(nij 
2 
b - n.pij) a 
Q i~l j~l n.pij (3.10) 
has a limiting chi-square distribution with (ab-2) 
degrees of freedom. 
To test the hypothesized probability distribution, 
namely Pij P~j =a constant, i=l, . . . ,b, j=l, ... ,a, 
Eq. 3.10 would be used. Such a hypothesis is not 
tested for the region used in this s tudy. However, it 
will be assumed that the storm cent er occurrence over 
the region is homogeneous and the probability density 
function for the random vector (X,Y) is uniform, 
given by 
f(x,y) (3. 11) 
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in which AR is the area of the region denoted by R, 
and IR is an indicator function defined over the 
region, given by 
IR [(x,y)] { : otherwise if (x, y)ER (3 .12) 
Regional Distribution of Storm Orientation . The 
orientation of a storm, denoted by the random variable 
~ , is obtained from rainfall isohyets over the region 
with respect to some fixed orientation . The N-S line 
is taken to be the fixed orientation in this study. 
The influence of storm orientation on the resulting 
r unoff depends t o a large extent on t he shape and size 
of the river basin and the shape of the storm. This 
concept is schematically shown in Fig . 3.3; i n case 
(a) the basin cover ed by the large rainfall magnitude 
isohyets is greater than for case (b). As a result, it 
is reasonable to assume greater runoff in case (a) 
than in (b), assuming all other variables influencing 
runoff remain the same in both cases. 
Usually, the rainfall isohyets for a storm form 
complicated patterns and rarely have regular geo-
met ri.cal shapes. Huff (7) shows four major types of 
isohyeta1 patterns observed over East Central 
Illinois. These patterns arc reproduced in Fig. 3.4 . 
According to Huff, "There exists a trend for the storm 
pattern to become more complex with increasing rain-
fall duration and rainfall volume". In view of this 
complexity, it is essential to design an objective 
criterion for defining storm orientation. For the 
present study the following criterion is designed . 
y 
t j-1 2 3 
·~ 
0 
i : nil "•2 n,3 n, .. n,o 
2 n~ , 
3 n,, n .. IJ 
b 0 bt n bo 
- x 
Fig . 3.2 Schematic representation of a region divided 
into segments to test the hypothesized probability dis-
tribution of locations of storm centers. nij • number 
of storm occurrences in the ij-th segment. 
Consider an isohyetal pattern for a s·t orm as 
shown in Fig . 3 .5. The storm center for this storm is 
denoted by cg. , and the precipitat~on gages are 
denoted by Gi, 1•l, 2, ... ,m, where m 1S the total 
number of precipitation gages . Let the range of storm 
ori~ntation, from 0 to n , be divided i nto s in-
tervals . Select one orientation from each in·terval, 
denoted by Dj, j =l , .. . ,s. Denote the total rainfall 
amounts at each raingage by qi , i =l, ... ,m and the 
Fig. 3.3 Schematic effect of storm orientation on 
r esul ting runoff. (1) River basi n; (2) Rainfall 
isohyets in inches. 
c . Multiceii\JIOr 
Fig. 3.4 ~hjor storm patterns observed over East 
Central I ll inois, accordi ng to Huff (7] . 
normal distances.of the raingages for the j -th 
orientation by L~, i•l, ... ,m, j=l, ... ,s. Consider a 





~ q.[L~] 2 
i=l l. l (3 .13) 
The statistic is computed for all the s 
directions . The storm ori entation, denoted by Os is 
then given by 
(3.14) 
Huff [7) in his study on the East Central Ill-
i noi s network indicates that the movement of storms in 
general was observed to be closely associated with the 
orientation of storm isohyetal patterns. The storm 
movements were roughly a long the major axis in case of 
el l iptical isohyetal pat terns of storm rainfall. In 
view of this observed phenomenon regarding the 
direction of storm movement, consider a specific case 
of an isohyetal pattern, given as concentric ellipses, 
and shown i n Fig. 3.6. If the s tatistic s is com-
put ed about different directions passing t hrough the 
center of the concentric el l ipses, including the major 
axis of the ell ipses, the statistic s computed about 
the major axis is always the minimum value. Therefore 
the major axis of the concentric ellipses is the orien-
tation in this specific case. 
~lajor storms in general cover large areas .at least 
up to a 1,000 sq. mi. or more. Therefore the r a infall 
isohyetals observed on small areas , say less t han 500 
sq . mi . are not well defined and do not give a fair 
idea r egarding the direction of the storm movement . 
In the absence of a well defined storm isohyetal 
pattern, Eq. 3.13 provides an object ive basis for com-
puting orientations . 
Having defined the storm orientation, t he prob-
ability distribution of the r andom variable ~ , denot-
ing a storm orientation, can be studied either (i ) by 
y 
• • 
Fig. 3.5 Conceptual representation for computing 
storm orientation. (1) Gi raingage , i=l , .. . ,m; · 
(2) Rainfall isohyets i n 1.nches; Dj Storm ori entation 
in j-t h int erval; L~ ~rrnal distance of raingage 
Gi from the orienta!ion line Dj , izl, ... ,m; Cg 
Location of storm center. 
hypo~hesizing a probability distribution function and 
making appropriate statis~ical tests fo r testing the 
hypothesized distribution, or (ii) by fitting mathe-
matical functions to the observed frequencies of the 
storm orientation and converting it to a probability 
density function by dividing i t by the total area of 
the fitted curve . One such curve is schematically 
sho1;n in Fig. 3. 7 . 
• 
~· 
Fig. 3.6 Storm orientation for an elliptical isohye-
tal map . (1) Rainfall isohyets i n inches; (2) Major 
axis is the storm orientat ion; (3) Raingage. 
1(8) 
f(e ) probability densi ty 
Fig. 3.7 Probability density function for storm orien-
tation . 
In general, it may be difficult to fit a mathema-
tical function to the observed frequencies of the 
orientation variable <P • The hypothesi.s regarding the 
probability density funct ion of the random variable <P 
can be either governed by the physics of the phenom-
enon of storm movements in the region, or can be 
empirically based on per sonal judgment and experience 
on the observed storm orientations . In the following 
pages, a hypot hesized probability density function for 
storm orienta.tions in the East Central Illinois region 
is included . An appropriate statistical test is also 
included to test the hypothesized probability dist ri-
bution. 
For this study, the data on observed frequencies 
of historic storm orientations are taken from tho 
study by Huff [7] on the East Central I llinois rai n-
gage network. Table 3.1 gives the observed frequen-
cies of 100 storm orientations. 
The probability density function f or the random 
variable <P selected in this example is the Beta-
density functions. Because the range of values assumed 
by the random variable <P is from 0 to TI , and in 
lO 
general the Beta-density function is defined for a 
random variable 1;ith a range of values from 0 to 1 
a new random variable 0 is defined as 
e (3 .1 5) 
The random variable e is equivalent to the ran-
dom variable ¢/~ with probability 1, since " is 
a constant . The Beta-probabi lity density function for 














(0 '1) (3.16) 
i n which I co l) (9 ) is an indicator function . The 
range of 0 to' l is divided i nto nine intervals. Each 
storm orientation of Table 3.1 is representative of 
the corresponding i nterval. In Table 3. 1, the di a-
metrically opposite directions of storms have not been 
identified separately, but in this study the range of 
the values of 0 is from 0 to 1, therefore the north 
and south directions must be separately identified. In 
view of this, the total number of s torms observed i n 
the south direction has been equally divided between 
north and south. The 17 storms in Table 3.1, identi-
fied as complex with r espect to their orientations 
have been a l so distributed equally in each direction 
interval, except for the direction WSW, to which three 
storms are assigned arbitrarily . All this information 
is summarized in Table 3.2 including t he relative fre -
quencies for storm orientations. 
1nc parameters of the Beta-density function are 
estimated by forming two simultaneous equati ons in 
terms of the parameters 
E [0] , and 
Var[0] 
TABLE 3 . 1 
rerecnt~go Frequency of Stor m Patrern OricntJtions, 
,\ccording to !luff [7) 
Olrcct lon Pt'rct.:•nt Direction 
s 
SSII' II 6 
sw 22 





RC' lat i ve .1-nd Cumulat i vc Frequencies 
of (lhs~rv~d Sto'!'m flrienutions 
Interval• r"ecent Re lat ive Cumulative 
Direction of ,, of Storms Frequency Frequency 
s o- l/16 1. 5 .015 .015 
SS\'i l/16-3/16 13 . 130 .145 
sw 3/16-5/16 l4 . 240 . 385 
~s~~ 5116-;/16 :o . 260 . 645 
IV 7/16-9/16 14 . 140 . 785 
~~~~ 9/16-11/ 16 .070 .855 
~w l l/l6-13/l6 8 .080 .935 
:\NW 13/16-15/16 5 .050 . 985 
~ 15/16-1 !.5 . 015 1.000 
The expectation and variance of e , denoted by 
E[0] and Var[0) , are computed from t he observed fre-
quencies and then Eqs. 3. 17 and 3. 18 are solved simul -
taneousl y for a1 and b1 , giving a1 = 1. 576 and 
b1 • 2.306. The observed frequency distribution and 
t he fitt ed Bet a-distribut ion funct ion are shown in 
Fig . 3.8 . 
The hypotheshed or the empirically fitted proba-
bility distribution for the random variable· 0 can be 
tested by performi ng the following statistical test. 
Divide the range of values assumed by 0 into s 
i nterva l s . Let nj, j =1, ... , s be the number of storms 
observed in each i nterval and l et n be the tot al 








" n (3.19) 
Let Pj • j =l, . .. , s be t he pr obability of occur-








The random quantity Q', given by 
Q' 
s (n.-np.) 2 
I J J 
j=l npj 
(3 . 20) 
(3 .21) 
has a limiting chi-square distribution with (s-1) 
degrees of fr eedom. 
To test the empir~call~ fitted Beta-density 
funct1on , namely Pj = Pj , J=l , . . . , s ,
0 
Eq . 3 . 21 is 
used. The hypot hesized probabilit ies Pj , j=l , . . . , s 
and the computation of the quantity Q' ar e given in 
Table 3 . 3 . 
In computing the statistic Q' only eight inter-
vals are considered , the firs t and t he l ast int ervals 
are grouped together. 
Assuming the l evel of signifi cance is equal to 
. OS, x2(.05) = 11. 1 for five degrees of freedom. Th•o 
additional degrees of freedom are lost from (s-1), 
since the parameters a1 and b1 are est imated from 
the observed dat a . 
Storm Orientation , ® 
Fig . 3.8 Observed and fit ted probabil ity distributions for storm orien-
tations. (l) Obs er ved f r equency dist ribution; (2) Fi tted probability 
distribution. 
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Since 11.1 > 7.06 , the null hypothesis is accep-
ted and the fitted Beta-distribution is assumed to be 
adequate to estimate the distribution of e for the 
East Central Illinois region . 
3 . 3 Estimation of Probability of Floods 
Equation 3.3 gives the theoretical probability 
dist ribution of the flood descriptor , denoted by V, 
and defined on the arbitrary subset 00 • The random 
variable e , for storm orientation, is identically 
equal to the variable ~~~ with probability 1, as 
outlined in Section 3.2. Therefore, in the subsequent 
development of the estimation model, the random 
variable $ will be replaced by 0 , without any loss 
of generality. 
Let n be the total number of storms observed 
i n a region R i n some time interval (O, t) , with the 
total rainfall from each storm exceeding a constant 
value at one or more points over an area . The constant 
can be the value v0 . All those storms, for which 
the total rainfall yield at one or more points over an 
area does not exceed the const ant v0 , would not 
produce a flood descriptor value greater than or equal 
to v0 in general. This selection specifies the com-
position of 00 . The total number of observed storms 
simply denotes a random sample of 00 . The practical 
advantage of this selection in the estimation proce-
dure is that all small bursts and storms do not need 
to be considered in estimating the probability distri-
bution of a flood descriptor at t he upper tail. To 
simplify computations, the flood descriptor selected 
is t he total flood volume, denoted by V • A diffi-
cult y arises in the definition of the beginning and 
the end of a storm. For example, very low and pro-
longed storm intensities before or after a major storm 
cont ribute to the total runoff volume. Therefore, for 
a more precise definition of t otal runoff volume V , 
the base flow should be included and then the total 
flow above the base flow wil l constitute t he total 
f l ood volume. The instantaneous flood peak is a simpl e 
flood descriptor to define, because for any flood it 
is the maximum discharge of t he entire hydrograph . 
However, the flood volume is used in this t ext onl y as 
an exampl e. Any flood descriptor can be used instead 
of f l ood vol ume, without any loss of general ity . 
The function P0 (V ~ v0 1Xsx, Y=y, 9=6] , 1;hich 
will be denoted by t ' [x,y,a] , can be estimated by 
using the transposition of the historic storms over 
the river basin of interest, as follows . 
Assume that the flood descriptor V is a deter-
ministic function of all variables used in the rain-
fall - to-runoff model in computing it . For any storm 
the randomness in the computed values of the flood 
descriptor is only due to the variation in the values 
assumed by the random vector (X, Y) and the random 
variable 0 , which denote the storm center location 
and the storm orientation, respectively . Therefore, 
any one computed value v = v(x,y ,9) . Let each one of 
the n storms be placed in the basin at some X•x,Yzy 
and 0•9 and let a sequence of flood descriptors values 
be computed for each storm in that location and that 
orientat ion, denoted by vj, j~l , 2 , . .. ,n . Recall that 
vj~vj (x,y,e) for j • l,2, ... ,n. An indicator function 
for the vjC*) (x,y,S) is defined by 
I (v oo) (vJ.) 
o' {: (3. 22) 
if v. > v 
J - 0 
otherwise 
The function t'(x,y, e) can now be estimated as 
t ' (x,y,9) 
1 n - L I( )[v.(x,y, e)) 





The estimate given by Eq . 3 . 23 is 
estimate, pr ovided the sample of size n 
sentative sample of 00 , since for any 
event, say B , E[Is] • P0 [B) . 
Substituting Eq. 3.23 into Eq. 3.3, an estimate 
of the probability distribution function of the flood 
descriptor , denoted by P0 [V ~ v0 ] , is obtained as 
p o[V ~ vo] = 




j [II I( oo) (v.)dFX yCx ,y)J dFe(e) 
0 R vo, J ' 
. (3 . 25) 
The integration scheme of Eq. 3.25 is developed as 
follows. 
Divide the region R into r arbitrary sub-
regions, denoted by Ri, i•l,2, .. . ,r ; such that the 
function t'(x,y, a) is assumed to be approximately 
constant with respect to (x,y) within the subregion . 
Equation 3.25 can now be expressed as 
• 1 n 1 
p [V > v ) = - L f 
o - o n j =l 0 
[ E ff I(v
0
,oo) [vj(x,y,e)]dFX,Y(x,y)J dF0 (e) . (3.26) i=l Ri 
Denoting 
the subregion 
the values ( x,y) by 
Ri , Eq. 3.26 is then 
1 n 1 
- n L f 
n=l 0 
withi n 
Ltl(vo, .. )[vj(xi ,yi,e)] !!dFX,Y(x,y)J dFe (9) . (3 . 27) 
1 
In Eq. 3.27, the expression If dFX y(x,y) de-
Ri , 
notes the area of the subregion divided by the total 
area of the region, since the vector (X,Y) has been 
assumed to have a uniform probability density function 
as outlined in Section 3 . 2. Denoting Ai as the area 
of the subregion Ri, for i=l, ... ,r , 
(3 . 28) 
(*) vj(x,y,9) will be generally writt en as Vj , unless otherwise necessary for better clar i fication . 
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Substituting Eq. 3.28 into Eq. 3.27 
" 1 n 1 [ r A.] 
p [V > v ] ~ - ~ f ~ I( )(v.) AR1 dF0 (6) . (3.29) 0 - 0 n j•l 0 i • l vo,.. J 
r 
Now let ~ I ( ) (v.) A. be denoted 
. i~l vo,® J 1 
Then AJ(e) is the area, in the region 
0 
flood descriptor vj exceeds the value 
j-th storm with an orientation 0 = e . 
is now written as 
1 
n 1 Aj (9) 
=- L- J _o_ 
n j= l 0 ~ 
by Aj(e) 
0 
R , where the 
v0 , for the 
Equation 3.29 
(3. 30) 
Let the range of values assumed by the random 
variable e be divided into s mutually exclusive 
intervals. Denot e these intervals by Ji , i•l, . .. ,s, 
and the probability of 0 falling in the i-th 
i~tcrval Ji , by F(Jil . Also assume that the _ area 
A6 (8 ) is approximately a constant for any orl.enta-
tion . 0 • e i in the i-th intervals, and denote it 
by A~ (ei) . Equation 3.30 is now written as 
" 1 n 
p (V > v ] ; - I 
o - o n j•l 
n s Aj(e.) 
;. L L o l. 
n j=l i= l --x;--
. (3 .31 ) 
. (3 . 32) 
The area A~(ei) can be estimated by transposing 
the j-th storm over and around the basin in a cer-
tain orientation e i , selected from t he orientation 
int erval Ji , by comput ing the f lood descriptor value 
at each transposed position, and final l y by inter-
pol ating the isoline for the f l ood descriptor value 
v0 , such that the flood descriptor values vj ~ v0 
within the area enclosed by the isol ine of v0 . This 
concept is r epresented schematically in Fig . 3.9 . The 
same procedure is repeated for the j -th storm for 
each of the s orientation intervals and is similar-
ly repeated for all the n storms . The n.s ar eas 
computed in this way can then be ~sed in Eq. 3.32 to 
estimate P0 (V ~ v0 ] , denoted by P0 [V ~ v0 ] . 
The following assumptions are nade in order to 
hypothesize a probability distribution for the number 
of storm occurrences, Z(t) , in an interval (O,t) . 
(1) The probability that exactly one storm will 
occur 1.n a time inter val of length ~t is approxi-
mately )ht , or the probability that one or more 
st orms will occur i n the i nterval At is AAt+o (At) , 
where o(At) is some function of a smaller order than 
~t , such that lim ~ = 0 , A is che mean rate of 
llt...-o !.t 
occurrence of storms. 
(2) The number of storm occurrences in non-over-
lapping time int ervals are assumed to be mutually 
independent. 
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Fig. 3.9 Isolines of a flood descript or 
transposing the j - th storm in the ei 
{1) River basin; (2) Region boundar y ; 
for flood descriptor magnitude equal to 
{4) Area A~( Si). 
generated by 
or ientation. 
(3) I soline 
Yo ; 
(3) No two storms can occur in a small time in-
terval At , i . e., the probabil ity that two or more 
storms will occur in 6t is o{6t) . 
Based on the above assumptions , 
Poisson distribution, or 
P 
0
(Z{t) • v] 
Z(t) follows a 
(3. 33) 
The parameter A can be est imated by dividing 
the total number of observed st orms n by the total 
length of. t he time of the observed storms, denoted by 
T, i.e., A " n . 
'f 
Substituting P0 (V < vo] for 1 - Po (Vo ~Yo] 
and Eq . 3.32 into Eq . 3.6 , 
" 
P (F ] 1 - f [Porv < v ol} v e- At cit) v (3 . 34) 0 0 v•O v ! 
- ~t 
... <it p (V < v ) }v 
L 0 0 (3.35) 1 - e v! 
V"'O 
• 1 -h h p [V < vo] (3.36) - e e 0 
or 
Po(Fo] "' 1 - e 
-h P
0
(V ~ vo] (3 . 37) 
For the time interval t to be one year, Eq. 3.37 
reduces to 
(3.38 ) 
The probability of a flood occurring in one year 
can be estimated using Eq. 3.38. 
3.4 Criteria for Selecting a Region 
The term "region" as used i n contemporary 
approaches to the transposition of storms is defined 
to include , "the ar ea surrounding the given river 
basin in which storm producing factors are substan-
tially comparable; i.e., the general area within which 
meteorological influences and topography are suffi-
cient ly alike to permit adjustment of storm data to a 
common basis of comparison with a practical degree of 
reliability."(*) Such a "region" may include a very 
large geographic area in the eastern half of the 
United States where relief is generall.y moderate and 
it may include relatively small areas in the western 
United States where ext reme topography is encount ered. 
Using a geographic region that contains the river 
basin, as outlined in Sections 3.2 and 3 . 3, has some-
what the same purpose as mentioned above. Strictly 
speaking for the presented model, however, the precise 
allocation of a region surrounding a river basin is 
arbitrary to some extent. The sel ection of a region 
will depend to a great extent on the availability of 
rainfall data from historic storms; t he primary objec-
tive in selecting a region is to gather more informa-
tion about these historic storms . Therefore, the 
region and the river basin should have similarities in 
meteor ological influences and topography, as well as 
sufficient data. Such a region is defined to be 
meteorologically homogeneous, i.e., the occurrence of 
storms over the region is random, or the probability 
of occurrence of a storm is the same over the entire 
region. 
It may not always be possibl e to ascertain the 
similarities in meteorological influences associated 
wi.th various storms . In some cases the topography may 
have significant variations in the areas surrounding a 
river basin. If this is the case , one cr iterion for 
sel ect ing a region is to select one that contains all 
the major storms that have occurred in t he past in the 
vicinity of the river basin. The region so sel ected 
may not be meteorologically homogeneous , but, in this 
case, appropriate probability distribut ion functions 
can be hypothesized for the random variables defined 
for 3 storm, thus taking into account heterogeneity in 
the meteorology and topography within the region . For 
such cases the estimation model as outlined in Section 
3.3 will need to be modified; this modification must 
be based on appropriate probability distribution 
functions . 
Once the e~tent of the region is selected, the 
criterion needed for selecting the precise boundary of 
this region is that there is enough information on 
historic storm rainfall all around the region. This 
criter ion primarily governs the limits of transposi-
tion of 3 storm over a basin. For example, in trans-
posing a storm over the basin for which ther~ is no 
rainfall data outside the region, the storm cannot 
cover the entire basin at some positions . This concept 
is schematically shown in Fig. 3.10. Therefore, the 
area surrounding the region on which the rainfall 
information is also needed should be at l east l arge 
enough to cover the size of the basin . 
In summary, the selection of a region in the case 
of small basins, say less than 1,000 square mi l es, is 
more important in comparison with large basins of a 
few thousand square miles. Large basins can have pro-
nounced differences in meteorological and topographic 
influences, that result in different types of storms 
for which it may be difficult to even hypothesize 
regional probability distribution functions for random 
variables defined on storms. Therefore, the applica-
bility of the estimation model developed here is pri-
marily confined to small river basins. 
Fig. 3.10 Conceptual representation of needed rain-
fall data outside the selected region . (1) Region 
boundary; (2) River basin; (3) Area of the basin 
without availab l e rainfall data in the above trans-
posed position and orientation of a s torm; ( 4 ) Rain-
fall isohyets in inches . 
TABLE 3.3 




Interval 0 0 (nj - npj) - np.) n. pj npj r J j J 0 0 
npj j =l npj 
1 3 .055 5.5 1.136 
2 13 .16 16 0.562 
3 24 .2 20 0.800 7 .06 
4 26 .195 19. 5 2.166 
5 14 .145 14.5 0. 017 
6 7 .12 12 2.100 
7 8 . 085 8.5 0. 029 
8 5 .04 4 . 0 0.250 
(*) Refer to Handbook of AEElied Hydrol ogy by V. T. Chow, Chapter 9, page 65 . 
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Chapter IV 
DEVELOPMENT OF A STORM TRANSPOSITION TECHNIQUE 
4 .1 Brief Description of a Rainfall-Runoff Model 
Various rainfall-to-runoff models described in 
literature are deterministic in nature. Such models 
generate the runoff hydrograph from the rainfall 
hyetographs. In real ity this relationship is not 
deterministic . The response of a river basin to the 
rainfall input has stochastic components resulting 
from various sources of randomness. For example, the 
soil moisture level of a basin prior to the initiation 
of rainfall is a random variable, since it is a 
function of the previous rainfall. A probabilistic 
interpretation can be given to many variables involved 
in the rainfall-to-runoff relationship. Such random 
variables are evaporation, evapotranspiration, infil-
tration , the vegetal cover, the surface roughness, 
etc. Since the major stochastic variations in rain-
fall-to-runoff relationships are due to the random 
characteristics associated with a storm, it is reason-
able to simplify the basin response by defining an 
average response i n a deterministic way. 
No attempt is ~de in this study to study the 
problem of rainfall-to-runoff model ing. The estima-
tion model given in Section 3. 3 is a l so based on the 
assumption that the randomness in the values of the 
flood descriptor for a given storm is only due to the 
variation in the values assumed by the random vector 
(X ,Y) and the random variable 0 , i.e., for a given set 
of values of (X,Y) and ~ . the value of the flood des-
criptor V is computed by a deterministic function of 
the basin response. 
To demonstrate the application of the est imation 
model developed in this study, a simple rainfall-to-
runoff model is selected. Any deterministic model can 
be used t o generate the corresponding runoff without a 
loss of generality in the estimation concepts. 
The flood descriptor used is the total surface-
runoff volume, denoted by V . Included here is the 
model given by Betson, Tucker , and Haller [2) which is 
a mat hemat ical version of the graphical rainfall-to-
runoff model developed by the U. S. l~eather Bureau. 
The model computes the surface-runoff volume by re-
l ating it to the rainfall input, season index, and the 
antecedent precipitation index. The complete model is 
comprised of two equations having these three varia-
bles and five parameters. The equations are: 
RI • .c' + (a' + f' · SI) 





API is the 
five parameters a', b', c', f' , and n' , 
antecedent precipitation index, 51 is 
defined as ~he season index, which is a function of 
the sequential week number, RI is the rainfall 
index, SRO is the surface runoff volume, and RF is 
the average rainfall on the basinC*). 
The API value is computed according to Linsley, 
Kohler, and Paul haus [10) by 
I 
u 
I K u 
0 1 
(4. 3) 
in which 10 is the initial value of the an~ecedent 
precipitation i ndex, Iu is the value u days later 
than the day of initial value, and K1 is a recession 
factor ranging usually between 0.85 and 0.98. 
The five parameters given in Eqs. 4. 1 and 4.2 can 
be computed by using the historic rainfall da~a over 
the river basin and the runoff records at a corres-
ponding river gaging station. Once the parameters have 
been determined f r om the historic data, usually as 
average values, the surface runoff volume can be com-
puted for any storm simply by using the input varia-
bles, RF, API, and SI . 
4.2 Basic Concepts of the Storm Transposition 
Technique 
The technique of transposing storms over a basin 
is cooputer oriented and is developed as a compromise 
between simplified computer programming and accuracy 
of results . 
Consider a region that contains a river basin 
under study, as schematical l y shown in Fig. 4.1. The 
symbols Gi, i•l,2 ... ,m, denote the rain gages over 
the region, with the observed rainfall amounts . The 
region is divided into rectangular grids which are not 
necessarily of equal size, equal sized grids, however , 
do facilitate computer programming . A grid can be 
visual ized as a subregion, over which the function 
P[V > v IX•x , Y:y, 0=6) is approximated to be a con-
stant w~th respect t o tho values assumed by the random 
vector (X, Y) in the subregion. Therefore, "small" 
sized grids would provide a better approximation of 
the function. However, very small sized grids may not 
necessarily increase the accuracy, while they would 
increase the necessary computer time . A rigid criter-
ion cannot be laid down for selecting grid sizes. As 
an example of selecting a grid size, the East Central 
Illinois region, selected to demonstrate the presented 
technique, is about 400 square miles in size and is 
close to being a square. The region is divided into 
28 x 28 equal size grids. 
The total observed rainfall at a raingage 
Gi, i•l ,2 , ... ,m, is assigned to every grid point in 
the computer program that falls within the Theissen 
(*) The two and three letter symbols used in Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 for the five variables are not in conformity with 
the symbol terminology used in the rest of the text . These symbols are used here simply because the authors of 
the model used them; the same symbols have been also used in the computer program included in Appendix I. 
1$ 
polygon corresponding to that raingage. For example, 
the total rainfall observed at raingage G2 is 
assigned to w!_ .:.~ .. c grid points that fall within the 
Theissen polygon corresponding to the raingage G2. 
All such grid points to which the observed rainfall at 
G2 is assigned have been numerically identified by 
the number 2 i n Fig. 4.2. The rainfall-to-runoff 
model governs the type of rainfall i nput requir ed in 
the computer program. For example, the rainfall input 
can be the total rainfall observed at a raingage or 
the rainfall amounts in time intervals of specified 
length. The rainfall-to-runoff model used in this 
study requires the total rainfall in inches at each 
raingage . The rainfall input at a grid point is de-
noted by GP(IK,JK) in the computer program developed 
for this example; IK,JK are the subscripts that 
numerically identify that grid point within the 
program. 
The location of raingages in t he East Central 
Illinois raingage network are in a square pattern and 
are fairly uniform. As a result the number of grid 
points within each Theissen polygon is approximately 
the same for the entire raingage network . Conse-
quently, the rainfall input is specified at each rain-
gage in the computer program. The rainfall input at 
each raingage is denoted by P(I,J) in the program, 
in which I ,J are the subscripts identifying each 
raingage. The rainfall amount at each raingage is 
transferred to the grid points (as outlined above) in 
the computer program. In general, the raingages may 
not be located in a uniform pattern in the raingage 
network. In such cases, it is easier (from the point 
of view of computer programming) to directly specify 
the rainfall for each grid point outside the program 
as compared to first specifying the rainfall for each 
raingage and then transferring it to the respective 
grid points in the computer program. 
The river basin is also divided into grids which 
are of the same size as those over the region. The 
shape of the basin is numerically specified by the 
numbers 0 and 1 in the comput er program, i.e., if 
a grid point falls within or on the boundary of the 
basin, it is assigned a value 1, otherwise 0 as 
demonstrated i n Fig. 4 .3. The configurat ion of the 
basin can be better represented by a small sized grid; 
therefore, tho grid size sel ected for the region 
should also consider the extent of approximat ion re-
quired in representation of the basin configuration. 
The variable A(I,J) represents the numerical value 
0 or 1 assigned to grid points of the basin in the 
computer program. 
Because most storms cover an area much larger 
than that of a small river basin, it is more conven-
ient to transpose the basin over the isohyetal map of 
a storm, rather than transposing the storm over the 
river basin. However, for the river basins that are 
much larger than the areas covered by storms it would 
be easier to transpose storms over the basin . Basic-
ally, the two approaches are identical . Because the 
Goose Creek basin selected for this study is about SO 
square miles in area, the computer program is written 
so as to transpose this basin over an area covered by 
a storm. In general , a storm covers ar eas much larger 
than SO square miles, usually a thousand square miles 
or more. 
The transposition of a storm is required in each 
direction selected from intervals J 1, . .. , Js as given 
by Eq . 3.24. Therefore, the total number of direc -
tions required for t r ansposition of any storm is a 
selective parameter s . Before transposing a storm 
i n any one of the s directions, the storm is rotated 
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Fig. 4.1 A region divided into grids containing the 
river basin. (1) River basin; (2) Region boundary; 
(3) Gi Raingage 
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Fig . 4 . 2 Theissen polygons for a region divided into 
grids . (1) Region boundary; (2) Theissen polygon; 
(3) G2 Raingage; (4) The grid point s within this 
Theissen polygon are assigned rainfall values corres-
ponding to the one observed at Gz . 
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Fig . 4.3 Basin configuration identified for the com-
puter. (1) River basin; (2) Region . 
direction . Since in this study, the rotation and 
transposltlon of a storm is carried out by rotating 
and transposing the basin, always keeping the storm 
fixed, the following text contains the procedure for 
rotating the basin to make it correspond to an equiva-
lent rotation of a storm. 
Suppose Di is the orientation of a storm, com-
puted in the manner outlined in Section 3.2. Let o8 
be an arbitrarily selected fixed line that denotes an 
axis of the river basin . Also, suppose the orientation 
Di to be in the i-th orientation interval Ji of 
Eq. 3.24. The weights assigned to the basin grid that 
correspond to the storm orientation Di are shown in 
Fig. 4.4. Now, the storm can be rotated in a clock-
wise direction by 69 from its original orientation 
Di, to a new orientation denoted by oi, such that 
this new orientation lies in the Ji+l interval. 11, 
order to rotate the basin instead of the storm such 
that the new orientation of the basin may correspond 
to rotating the storm to the new orientation D{ , the 
basin axis Ds is rotated in the counterclockwise 
direction by 69 to a new orientation, say 08. 
Therefore, the new orientation of the basin, 05, with 
the storm fixed, is equivalent to rotating the storm 
to the orientation Di, with the basin fi xed. After 
rotating the basin to D8 , a new set of numerical 
weights (0 or 1) can be assigned to the basin grids . 
This principle of rotating a basin is shown in Fig. 
4.4. With thls new set of weights assigned to the 
basin grid, it can again be transposed over the storm 
isohyets. The same procedure is used for each direc-
tion selected from intervals J1• · .. ,Js . 
D~ 
I 
Fig. 4.4 Difference in the numerical i dentification of 
a basi n configuration, corresponding to different orien-
tations of the basin . Di - Original s torm orientation; 
0 ! - Storm orientation atter it is rotated by 69 ; 
D~ - Original orientation of the basin; 08 - Orienta-
tion of the basin after it is rotated by 69 . 
In order to program the transposition of a basin 
over the observed storm, a reference point in the iso-
hyetal map of the storm is sel ected; this point is the 
storm center . The basin is transposed with respect to 
the storm center and for each position of the basin 
over the region, the rainfall values at the region 
grids that coincide with the basin grids are multi-
plied by the weights either 0 or 1 of the overlap-
ping basin grids . These weighted rainfall values ar e 
zero if the grid point is outside the basin. The 
arithmetic mean of the rainfal l within the basin is 
then computed, which is the value of RF in Eq. 4.2. 
Other parameters and variables required for the compu-
tat ion of runoff from rainfall are specified at the 
beginning of the computer program. 
The rainfall-to-runoff model is used at this 
point and the flood descriptor is computed. The same 
is repeated for all transposed positions of the basin 
at different grid points of the region. The values of 
the flood descriptor at each point of the grid are now 
used in a subroutine CALCNT, which is a standard sub-
routine that computes isolines for a given matrix 
input , to interpolate the i~ulines of the flood 
descriptor. This is shown schematically in Fig. 4.5. 
The same procedure is repeated for each s~locted ori-
entation of the storm. The output results are then 
used by Eq. 3.32 to compute P0 (V ~ v0 ), i . e . , the 
probability distribution of the flood descriptor . 
The computer program as developed for the Goose 
Creek basin in t he East Central Illinois region is 
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Fig. 4.5 Representation of isolines generated for the 
computed values of flood descriptor from transposing a 
storm 1n an orientation. (1) Transposed positions of 
storm center over and around the river basin; 
(2) Isolines of flood descriptor in inches. 
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Chapter V 
APPLICATION OF THE DEVELOPED METHOD 
5.1 Brief Description of the Region and the Historic 
Storms Selected 
The East Central Illinois raingage network, which 
encloses t he Goose Creek basin i s located in a rural 
area with a relativel y flat terrain. The network 
covers about 400 square miles, and the raingages are 
arranged in a near-uniform grid pa.ttern averaging 
about eight square miles per raingage. Figure 5.1 
shows the location of the river basin relative to the 
Illinois network and the arrangement of the raingages . 
To demonstrate the presented methodology, the 
region surrounding the basin is made to coincide with 
the East Central Illinois raingage network. For this 
region it is assumed that the uniform probability dis-
tribution hypothesized for the storm center location 
denoted by (X,Y) holds good. A Beta-probability dis-
tribution is fitted empirically for the random var-
iable e which denotes the storm orientation, based 
on the data of historic storms on this region. 
Five major storms that occurred over the region 
during the water period October 1, 1956 to September 
30, 1958 have been selected to demonstrate the tech-
nique . The total rainfall for each storm 1vas greater 
than 1.35 i n. at more than one point on the region. 
The isohyetal maps of these storms are gi ven in Fig. 
5 . 2, a through e. The dates these storms occurred, the 
mean total rainfall , and the antecedent precipitation 
index denoted by API and computed by Eq . 4. 3 are 
given in Table 5.1. 
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Fig. 5.1 East Central Illinois raingage network. 
(1) River basin; (2) East Central Illinois Network; 
(3) Raingage; (4) Grids . 
lil 
Fig. 5.2a 
1957 . X 




Fig. 5.2b Isohyetals for the storm of June 10, 1958. 
X Storm center; 01 Storm orientation. 
Fig . 5.2c Isohyetal s for s torm of June 24 - 25, 1958. 
X Storm center; 01 Storm orientation . 
Fig . 5.2d Isohyetals for storm of Jul y 10-11, 1958 . 
X Storm center; o1 Storm orientation. 
Fig. 5.2d Isohyeta1s for storm of July 10-11, 1958 -
Cont' d. 
Fig . S. 2e Isohyctals for storm of August 1, 2, 1958 . 
<;), 
Fig. 5.2e 




Isohyetals for storm of August 1,2, 1958 -
Storm center; o1 Storm orientation. 
TABlE 5 . I 
Selected llistorie StOTIIIJ 
Stono ~ean API 
O..tes Rainfall Index 
In Inches 
April 2S- 27 . 1957 1.941 l. J9S 
June tO, 958 !. 742 0. 7.16 
June 14-25, 1958 1.470 1. :s3 
July 10-11, 1958 5.025 .133 
August 1-2. 1958 I. 386 1.:65 
5 . 2 Estimation of Rainfall-to-Runoff Model Para.meter s 
The runoff volumes in inches are computed from 
the recordergraph reprints, produced for the Goose 
Creek basin. l*) A summary of the input variables re-
quired for the rainfall-to-runoff model described in 
Sect ion 4.1 is given i n Table 5. 2. The computed runoff 
volumes in inches for the five storms are also s ummar-
ized in t he same table . 
According t o Betson, Tucker, and Haller [2] , t he 
rainfall to r unoff model parameters denoted by a ' , 
b', c' , f', n', should be optimized by using the his -
toric storm rainfall and the corresponding observed 
runoff values. Since the purpose of using a rainfall 
to runoff model in this study is only to demonstrate 
the concepts underlying the methodology developed 
here, it is not considered necessary to optimize the 
parameters of the model . However, the parameters are 
derived by trial and error such that any one computed 
value does not deviate from the observed value by more 
than 20% of the observed value in either the positive 
or negative direction. 
The estimated rainfall to runoff model parameter s 
are a' = 12.70, b' = 0 .45, e- = 4. 00, f' = 6 .15 , and 
n 1 . 225 . The computed runoff values based on these 
parameters and the observed runoff values are summar-
ized in Table 5.3 . 
Based on the estimated values of the five para-
meters, Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 can be ~Titten as 
RI m 4.0 + (12 .7 + 6.15 · SI) 
-0 .45 
e 
SRO = (RF1.225 + RI1. 225)1/1 .225 _ RI . 
API (5.1) 
(5 . 2) 
Equations 5.1 and 5.2 are now used in computing 
the runoff volumes for different transposed posit ions 
of the storms . 
5. 3 Estimation of the Probability of Occurrence of 
Floods in a Year 
The East Central Illinois raingagc network is 
divided i nto 28 grids each along the x-axis and the 
y-axis , as sho~n in Fig. 5.1. The Theissen polygon for 
TABLE 5 . 2 
Information Needed in Estimating the Rainfall-to-Runoff 
~lodel Parameters 
Storm ~ean API 
Dat es Rainfall 
in Inches 
April 25-27, 1.941 
1957 
June 10, 1958 2 . 742 
June 24- 25, 1.470 
1958 
July 10-11, 5 .025 
1958 














S.I. Observed Runoff 
Vol ume 
in Inches 
-. 24 1.356 
. 60 1.236 
. 70 0.7 
1.00 3 .458 
1.00 . 74 
(*) Recordergraph reprints were obtained through personal correspondence ~ith the U.S. Geological Survey, 
Champaign, Il l inois . 
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TABLE 5 . 3 
Observed and Computed Runoff Values for the Five Historic Storms 
Storm Observed Runoff Computed Runoff 
Dates Volume in Inches Volume in Inches 
April, 25-27, 1957 1.356 
June 10, 1958 1.236 
June 24-25, 1958 0 . 700 
July 10-11' 1958 3.459 
August 1-2 , 1958 0.740 
the .aingage network is represented i n Fig. 5.3. Since 
the raingages are distributed in a fairly uniform grid 
pattern within the raingage network, the Theissen 
polygons for the raingages are also fairly uniform in 
size. Each Theissen polygon contains 16 grid points: 
Four along the x-axis and four along they-axi s . Due 
to the symmetry of the grid poin ts within each 
Theissen polygon, the rainfall input to each grid 
point is transferred within the computer program by 
assigning the rainfall values to each raingage . 
1~c range of a storm orientation is divided into 
three intervals, which are (0 - 1/2) , (1/2 - 3/4) 
and (3/4- 1). Only three intervals are selected t o 
reduce t he bulk of calculat ions and computer output , 
since the presented methodology is only demonstrative . 
The directions that the isohyets tended to elongate 
toward were used to determine the orientation of each 
of the five storms. Equation 3.13 is not used here in 
determining the storm orientation . The storm center 
for each storm is arbitrarily selected as the point of 
maximum rainfall. The storm orientation and the 
~ocation of the center for each storm are depicted in 
the isohyetul map of t he respective storm, given in 
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The transposition of storms is carried out by 
transposing the Goose Creek basin over the isohyetals 
of storms in the raingage network. An arbitrary axis 
selected across the basin is used as a reference line 
for orienting the basin to different storm orienta-
tions. This arbitrary l ine is inclined at 36° in the 
clockwise direction from the grid pattern of the East 
Central Il linois r aingage networ k, as she~~ in Fig . 
5.4 . The East Central Illinois network is inc lined at 
19° in the clockwise direction to the established N-S 
l ine, as shown i n Fig. 5. 4. Therefore, the basi n is at 
55° inclination from the N-S line. 
Fig. 5.4 Orientation of the arbitrary axis for the 
Goose Creek Basin from the N-S line . (1) Network 
boundary; (2) Goose Creek Basin; (3) Arbitrary axis 
of the basin. 
The throe or ientations of the basin are so 
selected that corresponding to each ori entation of the 
basin, all orientations of the five storms fall in one 
of the t hree orientation intervals . The three orien-
tations used for the basin are 55°, 109° and 154". 
This selection provided facility in using the computer 
program, i .e ., for each orientation interval; all the 
five storms having orientations in that interval were 
transposed in one run of the program. Therefore the 
total runs required for the computer program are only 
t hree, one for each orient ation interval.. The ss• is 
t he original orientation of the basin, the 109" orien-
tation is obtained by rotating the basin by 54° in a 
clockwise direction, and the orientation of 154° is 
obtained by rotating the basin by gg• in a clockwise 
direct ion from the or iginal orientation. 
Based on these orientations of the basin, the 
equivalent orientation of the historic s torms and the 
respective orientation intervals in which t he orienta-
tions fall are summari:ed i n Tabl e 5. 4. All orienta-
tions are given with reference to the N-S l i ne. 
TABLE 5.4 
Storm Orientations Used in Transposit ion 
INTERVAL 
45° ~<I> ~ 90° 
Storm 
Storm Or ientation 
Dates when basin 
Year is at ss• 
1957 April, 55° +19"=74" 
25-27 
1958 June, 57"+19"=76" 
10 
1958 June , 45°+19°=64° 
24- 25 
1958 July, 56° +19"=75" 
10-11 
1958 August, 62°+19°=81" 
1-2 
INTERVAL 












is at 136" 
155° 
156° 
Remarks: The or ientations i n Fig . 5 . 2, a through e , 
are given with r espect to the network boundary. There-
fore 19" ar e added to a ll values in col umn 3, to make 
t he storm or ientation correspond t o the N-S line. 
The isolines of t he flood des criptor (runoff 
volume) have been interpolated by using a standard 
subroutine CALCNT. These isolines are represented i n 
Fig . 5 . 6, a t hrough c, for the storm of April 
25-27 , 1957; Fig . 5.7, a through c , for t he storm of 
June 10, 1958; Fig . 5.8, a through c , for the storm 
of June 24-25, 1958; Fig . 5 . 9, a through c, for the 
storm of Jul y 10-11, 1958, and Fig . 5.10 , a through 
c , for t he storm of August 1-2, 1958. 
The selection of a region (East Central Illinois 
raingage network) for t he Goose Creek basin was 
governed more by the availability of a dense rai ngage 
network surrounding the basin than by any other con-
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Fig. 5.5 East Central Illinois raingage network, 400 
sq . mi., 49 recording gages, 1955-1968 (Ill inois State 
Water Survey) . (1) Recording raingage; (2) ~etwork 
boundary . 
Fig. 5.6a Runoff vo lume cont ours for stor m of April 
25-27, 1957. Basin at 55" orientation. 
uniform topography and because it is only ~00 s q. mi. 
in area, it is meteor ologically homogeneous. Since no 
raingage outside the region exists , the rainfall 
records from historic storms are confined to the 
r egion . As a result, the transposition of the Goose 
Creek basin could not be carried out over the entire 
region. To visualize this restriction, imposed by the 
non-availability of data outside the region, see Fig . 
5.11. 
1.8 
Fig. 5 . 6b Runoff volume contours for storm of April 
~5-27 , 1957. Basin at 1° orientation . 
Fig. 5. 6c Runoff \"olurne contours for s torm of April 
25-27 , 1957. Basin at 136° orientation. 
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Fig . 5./a Runoff volume contours for storm of June 10, 
1958. Basin at 55° orientation. 
Fig. 5 . ib Runoff volume contours for storm of June 10 , 




Fig. 5.7c Runoff volume contours for storm of June 10, 
1958. Basin at 136" orientation . 
Fig. 5.8a 
25, 1958. 
Runoff volume contours for storm of June 24 -
Basin at ss• orientati on. 
2u 
Fig . 5.8b 
25 , 1958. 
Fig . 5 .8c 
25, 1958. 
Runoff volume contours for storm of June 24-
Basin at 1" orientation . 
Runoff volume contours for storm of June 24-
Basin at 136" orientation . 
Fig. 5 . 9a 
11, 1958. 
Runoff vol ume contours for s t orm of July 10-
Basin at 55° orientation . 
Fig. 5.9b Runoff volume contours for storm of July lO-
ll, 1958 . Basin at 1° orientation . 
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Fig. 5. 9c 
11, 1958. 
Runoff volume contours for storm of July 10-
Basin at 136° orientation . 
Fig. S.lOa Runqff volume contours for storm of 
August 1-2, 1958 . Basin at 55° orientat ion . 
0.2 
Fig . S.lOb Runoff volume contours for storm of 
August 1-2, 1958. Basin at 1" orientation. 
Fig. 5 . lOc 
1-2, 1958. 
Runoff volume contours for storm of August 
Basin at 136" orientation . 
Fig. 5.11 Transposition limits of the basin within 
the region. (1) ~etwork boundary; (2) Inner boundary 
denoting limits of transposing the basin within the 
region; (3) Rainfall isohyets in inches; I, II -
Transposed positions of the basin, where part of the 
basin extends beyond the region; I ', II ' - Initial 
and fina l positions of the basin over the region , 






Fig. 5. 12 Change in the rectangle circumscribing the 
basin corresponding to a change in the basin orienta-
tion . (1) River basin; Ds - Original orientation of 
the basin; De - Orientation of the basin after it is 
rotated by 6e . 
Tn Fig. 5.11, the basin is first placed at a 
pos ition denoted by T. In this position , part of the 
basin extends beyonJ t he region into an area where 
there is no rainfall data avail<Lble. Therefore the 
starting position of transposition as practically 
ieasible is denoted by r· in the figure . Similarly, 
"hen the basin is in the position denoted by II , 
part of it extends beyond t he network region ; there-
fore the last position in which the basin can be 
transposed is denoted by II ' . Based on these restric-
t ions , a neiV boundary must be dra1•n wi thi n the region 
that shows the limits up to ;.•hich the Goose Creek 
basin can be transposed . This inner boundary is shown 
in Fig . 5 . 11 . 
ll'hen the b..1sin is rotated in some other direc-
tion, the size of the rectangle circumscribing the 
basin compared to the rectangle circumscribing the 
basin when the basin was i n the previous orientation 
changes . This change is schemat ical l y shown i n Fig . 
5.12 . The basin oriented i n a new direction is again 
transposed over the region . As a result, the size of 
the inner boundary depicting the limits t o ~."hich the 
basin can be transposed, changes. The difference in 
the inner boundaries corresponding to the different 
orientation of the basin is evident from the change in 
the si:es of the areas within 1'hich the isolines of 
flood volumes have been generated as given in Figs . 
5.6 through 5.10 for the five storms . For any one 
storm, for instance, t he storm of Apri l 25-27 , 1957, 
Fi gs. 5.6 a through C--have different areas over 
which ~he flood descriptor isolines are int erpolated. 
The reason for these different areas is that each area 
corresponds to a different orientation of the basin. 
In view of the above limitations, Eq . 3. 32, used 
to estimate the probability distribut ion of the 
sel ect €d flood descript or , is modified for pur poses of 
computation as fol l ows . 
The area Ab (~ i) in Eq . 3. 32 denotes the area of 
the isoline of flood descriptor v0 , when the j-th 
stor~ is oriented in the ~i direction . Also the area 
of the entire region denoted by AR is always a con-
stant. Since the actual transposition cannot be 
carried out over the entire r egion, then the area en-
closed by the boundary inside the region (representing 
the transposltlon limits of the basin) is smaller than 
t he ar ea AR. This area of the inner boundary is 
denot ed by A~ . Also t he area enclosed by the isoline 
of the flood descriptor v0 generated for j-th storm 
oriented in ei dir ect ion sel ected from an orienta-
tion interval Ji, is less than or equal to the actual 
area ~(6 i)' so it is denoted hy A&(ei)*. 
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Consider the ratio rji' given as 
A~ c ei) 
(5 . 3) r .. A;;_-) l. 
in which 
subscript 
the subscript j .denotes the storm and the 
i denotes the orientation interval . 
Let t he est imate of t he ratio 




r . . Jl 
Substituting Eq . 5 .4 into Eq. 3.32, 
can be expressed as 
for purposes of computation. 
be denoted as 
(5 . 4) 
Eq. 3 .32 
(5 . S) 
The computati ons i n estimating P(V > v0 ) fo r 
different val ues of v0 are given i n Tabl e 5 . 5, a 
through e. The different values sel ected for v0 are 
3 in., 2. 5 in . , 2 in . , 1 . 5 in ., and 1 i n . The proba-
bility of occurrence of floods, where the occurrence 
of floods is defined for the corresponding value of 
v0 , is given in Table 5 .5, a through e . The value of 
the length of the time interval from ~hich the five 
storms are selected is tl;o years, therefore T • 2 is 
used in estimat ing t he parameter \ of the Poisson 
distribution . 
Chapter VI 
SUMMARY AND RECO~~NOATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
6.1 Summary 
Contemporary techniques used to estimate the 
critical design flood descriptor for a river basin 
from data on historic storms are subjective . The 
critical value of a flood descriptor, as computed by 
such techniques, represents a physical upper limit of 
the flood descriptor for which there is little or no 
phenomenological j ustification. For example , flood 
descriptors, i . e . , instantaneous flood peak or total 
flood volume, etc., are random variables and , there-
fore, follow a characteristic probability distribution 
which may depend on the geographic location of the 
river basin, physical characteristics of the river 
basin, or on meteorological influences on the river 
basin. Therefore, the probability of exceedence of a 
value of flood descriptor, selected from the upper 
tail of its probabi lity distribut ion is always greater 
than ~ere. 
A methodology, based on a theoretical frame1~ork , 
is presented in this study for estimating the proba-
bility of exceedence of a preselected flood magnitude, 
based on random characteristics of storms . Many ran-
dom variabl es can be defined on random characteristics 
of storms, but as a first approximation only a three-
dimensional random vector is defined here . The random 
vector is comprised of the storm center location de-
noted by the subset random vector (X , Y) and the 
storm orientation denoted by the random variable 0 . 
The estimation procedure, as developed from the theor-
etical formulation of the problem, requires transposi -
tion of historic storms to (X~x ,Y=y) and at an 
orientation e~e to estimate the function P0 (V ~ v0 I X=x , Y=y, ·3=6) over and around a given river basin 
enc l osed by a regton . The historic storms are trans -
posed at di fferent positions over and around the basin 
and in different orientations. Each orientation is 
selected from one orientation interval; the sum of all 
the orientation intervals is the entire range of the 
values assumed by the random variable 0 . 
The technique developed in this study to trans -
pose historic storms over and around a river basin is 
computer oriented. The appl ication of the developed 
estimation model and the storm transpos ition technique 
is demonstrated on the Goose Creek basin located in 
the East Central Illinois raingage network. To simpli -
fy the computations, a simple rainfall-to-runoff model 
is sel ected to generate the flood descriptor at each 
transposed posLtlOn of a storm. The selected flood 
descriptor is the total flood volume . However, the 
estimation mouol and the transposition technique are 
general and can be applied to any flood descriptor . 
6.2 Limitations 
The estimation model and the transposition of 
historic st orms as i t is developed requires availabil-
i ty of sufficient data about historic storms . In other 
·•ords, the region that contains the given river basin 
must have a dense network of recording raingagcs to 
provide hycto!.rraphs of rainfall at each raingage . Such 
a raingage network ensures records of high rainfall 
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intensities from any histor ic storm. With continuous 
records of rainfall from all historic storms avail-
able, the flood descriptor selected as the instantan-
eous maximum peak of the entire hydrograph generated 
from a storm could be computed. However, if the total 
flood volume is used as a flood descriptor, then it is 
sufficient to have only the total rainfall at each 
raingage . In other \\'Or ds , the isohyetal map of total 
rainfall from a storm is sufficient . 
In absence of a dense network of raingages, the 
areal distribution of rainfall from a storm cannot be 
ascertained, and the random variables defined in this 
study for random characteristics of storms would not 
adequately represent such characteristics because of 
lack of data. 
There should be a dense raingage network inside 
the region containing the river basin as well as a 
dense raingage network beyond the region so that the 
river basin can overlap the rainfall information on 
the extended network when the storm is transposed on 
the basin. If there is not a dense raingage networ k 
beyond the region, then the stor m in some transposed 
positions will only par tially cover the basin, thereby 
limiting the transposition to only part of the ob-
served storm. 
Last ly, the estimation model as it is presented 
here is only for rain storms . This restricts the 
application of this model to those basins that have 
both rainfall and snowmelt floods. Furthermore, the 
concepts presented here in the estimation model can be 
only applied to small basins because in small basins 
the changes in storm patterns in a region surrounding 
the basin are not very significant . Therefore, the 
probabi l ity distribution functions fitted or hypothe-
sized for different random variables defined on storms 
would not change from one location to another in the 
region. 
6.3 Recommendations for Further Research 
The methodology as developed is only a first s~ep 
toward presenting an approach based on r:~ndom charac-
teristics of storms for estimating the probability of 
floods occurring i n a unit time interval from the his-
toric storms observed in a region that contains the 
basin. A three dimensional random vector is defined 
for the random characteristics of storms. The random 
vector is comprised of the storm center location de-
noted by (X,Y) and the storm orientation denoted by 
e . For future research, other random variables should 
be jncorporated in order to expand application of the 
model. For example, the total rainfall yield at some 
point from a storm i s a random variable. The proba-
bility distribution of this random variable can be 
studied over ~he region and it can be incorporated 
into the probabilistic model. 
TI1e soil moisture level prior to the commencement 
of a storm is a function of the historic rainfall; 
hence, it is a random variable . The probabil i ty dis-
tribution of the soil moisture level could be studied 
1nd al so included in the estimation model . 
If the instantaneous flood peak is sel ected as a 
flood descriptor , i t is essential to consider hourly 
rainfall values in order to compute the resultant 
hydrograph . This can be achieved by the presented 
technique in specifying hourly rainfall amounts at 
each raingage instead of the total rainfall . For each 
transposed position of the storm over the basin, the 
hourly values could be used i n any rainfall-to-runoff 
mode l and the f l ood hydrograph could be generated. 
The maximum instantaneous peak could then be s elect ed 
from the hydrograph . If this is repeated for all 
transposed positions , a grid of i nstantaneous peaks 
would be obtained; from these peaks the isol ines could 
be interpolated. 
Another recommendat!on is to explore vari ous 
other estimators used to estimate the function 
P0 [V ~ v0 IX=x , Y=y, 8=9) , and arrive at the "best " 
estimator based on their statistical properties, e .. g. , 
variance, and unbiasedness , etc .. 
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APPEl\'DJX I 
The computer program for storm transposition as 
de•Je loped for the East Central Illinois rai ngage net -
work is given in this appendix . 
A brief expl anation to facilitate the use of 
t his pr ogram is given below. 




Data Input Statements 
Column No. Explanation of the Variab l es 








NJ2 - j-th coordinate 
last raingage 
Nil - i -th coordinate 
fi rst raingage 
of the 
of t he 
of the 
16-20 Nl2 - i-th coordinate of the 
l ast raingage 
21-25 NGPJ - Total number of grid 
points in each Theissen 
polygon (constant) in t he 
j-th coordinate direction 
26-30 NGPI - Total number of grid 
points i n each Theissen 
polygon (constant) in the 
i -th coordinate direction 
1- 72 DIR(I) - Specify the orientation 
of the bas i n with respect 
to the N-S line (alphabet-
ic characters) 
1- 5 KKI - Total number of 





Card No. Column No . Explanation of the Variables_ 
6-10 KKJ - Total number of basin 
grid points in the j -th 
direction 
The fo llowing cards are punched such that one card 
corresponds to one set of grid point weights _i.n the 
j-th direction . Therefore the t otal number of cards 
would be KKI, where 1 < KKI ::._ 20 and 1 ~ KKJ .::_ 20 · 
t·1ax . no. 
of cards 
is 20 
3 , 6 ... , 51 A (I , J) , J =.' , KKJ Basin grid 
1;eights (0 
or 1) 
The following set of cards is repeated for each storm 
to be transposed!. 
1 1-72 The title of the problem and 
the dates of s torm occurrence 
2 1- 6 API - Ant ecedent precipitation 
index 
7- 12 SI - Season index 
The f ol lowing cards specify the total rainfall ob -
served at each raingage. The total number of ~ards 
would be (NI2-NII + 1), such that 1 ~ (NI2 - Nil + 1) 
::._ 7 , and 1 < NJ 2 ::._ 7 





1 -10,11-~0 P(l ,J) , J=N.Jl , NJ 2 




l -5 ISC - i -th coordinate of the 
storm center 
6- 10 JSC - j -th coordinat e of the 
storm center 
1-70 Title to be printed in the mi-
crofilm pl ot . 
P~OGWA~ GUPTAII~PU T,QUTPUT·TAPI:S• I NPU T,TAPE6=0UlPUT • FlLMPLI 
OIMEN~ I ON P(7 , 71 t GP(2d t 28 l • llTLl( l bl t 0 1Rilbl •kOFI43 , 4JI 
DIMENS I ON Al20 t 2ul , SR~ I l4 , 161 
DIMENSI ON TTLilOI 
C NGR - TOTAL NO . OF STO~MS TO ~[ TRANSPOStO 
C NJ1 - NJ2 J-TH COORDINATES OF F I~S T AND LAST RAINGAGES k[SPECTIVELY 
C Nll - Nl 2 1-TH COORD INATE S Of Fl~S T ANO LAST HAINGAGES HESP£C T!VELY 
C THE COORO INATt VARidLES FOR THI: HAINGAGlS GI VE A PkOV IS ION TO 
C DELE Tt THE RAJNGAGtS •ITH TRACtS OF KECOHUEU RAINFALL 
C NGPJ- NO OF GR I D POINT S ICONSTANTI IN EACM POLYGON IN J-T H DIRECT. 
C NGP I -~0 OF GR I D POINTS ICONSTANT l IN [ACrl POLYGON IN l - TH UlKEC T. 
C DIRIII IS THE TITLE I DENTIFY ING TNt UI PEC TI ON OF THt dASIN f OR 
C TRANSPOS ITI ON 
C INPUT VALUES f OR ~AINfALL-RUNOff ~OUEL PARAMt r E~S 
Z=l 2 .70 
8=0 . 45 
C=4.000 
0=6.l ::i 
Xt-..~=1 . £25 
C DATA INP0T STATEMI:NT S 
RE AD1S t 41 NGR 
4 FvRMAT II41 
R[AOI~ • SI NJ 1 oNJ2 oN1ltNl 2 t NGPJ oNGPI 
'.) FORHATI71 5 1 
HI:AOI'!i ol7 l <OIR I I), I=l • 1o l 
17 FORMATildA4l 
C ~~ T =NO OF dASI N GR I D POI NTS IN I-Ul riELT l ON 
C ~KJ =NU Of BASIN GR10 PO I N T ~ IN J-Ul"ECT ION 
C A(l t JI=~T S . AT BASIN G~ I U ~OlNTS 
RE AO I ~ ti 8 1~KI• K KJ 
18 FORMATI 2 ISI 
00 I~ I =1•KKI 
RF. AO I ~ t 20 1(A(l•JI • J= I • Kt<Jl 
20 FORMAT1l7f3. 01 
1~ CON TINUE 
C TITLE FO~ E AC~ STU~~ TRANSPOSED • AL~O I DEN TifY T rl~ STORM OATES 
l P IIoJl IS TOTAL RAINFALL AT LJ--~A IN<>A<>E 
no 1~ 1 J~L=1 · ~G~ 
~E AI) I:> • 3 l IT IT L 1: < 1 I • I= 1 • 18 I 
3 FOP~Arl1bA4l 
READb • 2 1 API • S l 
~ fOR MATt 2F6 . 3 1 
00 6 l =Nl1 • 1111 2 
QF. AI) l '::i t7 lIP (I ,J) • J=NJl • NJ2 l 
f'roPMAT ( U I O.:i l 
b COIIlr JNUE 
C T ~ANSfiR OF PR~C IP TO G~I D POINTS . 
l 'JC=O 
00 ti I =N ll • Nl 2 
ILLM=l • lhi i-l i * ~G~J •I NC 
I I JL~= I LL•'~ • II~GP I -1 l 
DO 9 I ~ = I LLM t lVLM 
J:IIC=ll 
00 Ill J=NJ lo NJ2 
JLLM=l • (NJ1 -li~NGPJ •J~C 
J ULM=JLLM•INGPJ-11 
DO 11 J~=JLLM t JULM 
GP ( I K • JK I =I-' ( I , J I 




I NC= INC • NGPI 
tl CONT INUE 
C INPUT Of ~AS I N GR I D PO INTS f OR NO i w U I ~EC TI ONS . 
w!.II TI:t6 . 3ll IT ITLllll , J=1tl 81 
32 FORMATI• l•ol5X ol 8A41 
C T~ANSPOSITION Of STOHMS 
5=0 . 
00 22 I =l oKKI 
DO 22 J =l •KKJ 
S=S•A(J , JI 
32 
t'.C Cu~H INUf 
"'~AOC'::l • 2Jl J ~,C . j:SC 
c:J F •W MATI?.bl 
>o .< I 1 t. < 6 • 4 ll l l U I K O< L l , ~ l =I , 1 8 l 
~u F0P~ATC///ol 0 AoldA4) 
"~1Tt.C6oell J ~C · J~C 
~~ FOPHAf(/// • l 0A o °COO~OINATl~ OF CE~Tt.~ Of l Ht. O~~ERVt.U STO~M~oSXt*Y 
j:O, J ~ , J~ o 0 X= "• i~) 
w>ll lll6d':> l 
J~ FORMA Tt///ol 0X t 0 TMl LuCATION 0~ S TORM ClNTlK OV~R THt. ~ AS lN G~ lO « 
l.~ . T. NE~ COOQU . SY ~T lM ANU KlSULTlNu Hu~ Off v0L. IN INC~ES~l 
JLLM=l • tNJ l -ll*~GP~ 
ILL~=l•<~Il-ll*~GP l 
l• rL~=NGP l"N I 2 
~IJL f'\=NGP~0Njc 
K ll=ILL~ 
t< ! 2=Kil•KK[ - I 
I ~JD= 1 
JO KJI =JLLM 
K J2=KJ l•K.<J-1 
c 1 CuNT lNU( 
~UM=O . 
Du 1.5 I =K II , ,q l 
CJO 2o J=t<Jl•KJ2 
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maximum probable flood along with methods used to arrive at 
these limi ts. These limits signify some physical upper 
limits for precipitation and flood, however it is difficult 
to find physical justification for existence of these l im-
its and more so the methods used to compute them. Also, 
the use of the word'probable ' is incorrect because these 
'probable limits' are not assigned any probabilities. 
In view of the misconceptions that prevail in such ex-
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as a first step only a three-dimensional random vector has 
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random vector is comprised of the coordinates of storm 
center location and storm orientation. The developed esti -
mation methodology uses all information on historic storms 
observed in a region that contains the river basin. 
For carrying out the estimation as required by the esti -
mation methodology, a computer ori ented technique has been 
developed . Application of this technique is demonstrated 
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